PHP/Magento Developer

About the project:
We are a growing team based in Bucharest, working to expand and maintain the features of a large
online fashion retailer in Israel. Innovation, passion for technology, modern concepts, ecommerce and
geekness are few of the key words to describe the company.
The project is on Magento 2 and is live for over a year now with the main objectives to expand the
features of the online shop and also optimize the processes between the webshop and other business
key-components like ERP, CMS, Warehousing, electronic payments, customer loyalization system, etc.

Required Skills and Technologies:
- Experience with Magento strongly preferred
- Two to three years of PHP experience
- Expertise in MySQL, HTML5 and CSS3
- Good understanding of MVVM framework, LAMP Stack, jQuery, CSS, HTML, Version Control
(git)
- Experience with PHP Zend framework
- The ability to work on LAMP development environment
- Familiarity with XML and JSON
- Understanding of caching mechanisms such as Memcache/Redis
- Great attention to detail and be highly organized
- The ability to articulate yourself professionally
- Excellent written and spoken English
- The ability to adapt in a diverse and multicultural environment

Bonus skills:
- A Magento Certification
- Experience with search engines (Elastic Search, SOLR, etc.)
- Basic Linux knowledge
- Experience working in Agile/Scrum environment
- JIRA/Kanban familiarity

Your duties and tasks:
- Work daily in PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, JQuery and with the Zend Framework
- Maintain and expand a Magento 2 Community fast growing online shop
- Build efficient, testable and reusable extensions of Magento
- Resolve cross-browser compatibility issues
- Write clean structured and well-documented code
- Work with LAMP development environment and version control GIT
- Creating and managing API integrations
Location: Banu Manta, 2 min by feet to Subway station
Details & perks to discuss with FABRIKA HR: contact@fabrikahr.com

